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Acronyms 

Acronym Term Definition 

ARC Airline Reporting Corporation 
Airline-owned co that provides info/ transaction 
services for travel agents and airlines 

AMEX American Express Largest global agency w/HQ in NYC 

BCD BCD Travel Third largest global agency w/HQ in the Netherlands 

CB Cliqbook Originally Outtask’s travel management tool  

CTE Concur Travel & Expense  The greatest travel and expense solution ever! 

CUUID Concur Universal Unique Identifier A software term; assigned ID for reporting purposes 

CWT Carlson Wagonlit Travel Second largest global agency w/HQ in MSP 

E-Ticket Electronic Ticket Airline ticket issued number 

FOID Form of ID Form of ID rules for certain airlines 

GAL Galileo GDS owned by Travelport (Distributed in EMEA) 

GDS Global Distribution System 
Worldwide reservation network used as single 
access point for reserving airfare, hotels etc. 

IATA International Assoc. of Travel Agents International commission settlement agency 

LCC Low cost carrier Jet Blue, Southwest, etc. Non-traditional airlines 

LLF Lowest Logical Fare Lowest fare set within a corporation’s travel policy 

OTA Online Travel Agency  Expedia, Orbitz, Travelocity, etc. 

PA Program Administrator A company’s designated Admin for the Concur tool 

PCC Pseudo City Code GDS term for location of reservation 

PNR Passenger Name Record GDS term for creation of a reservation within system 

TBF Travelport Booking Feed 
Formerly known as GIDS; reporting software used 
by Apollo / Galileo customers 

TM Travel Manager Responsible for managing travel in a corporation 

TMC Travel Management Company Typically larger agencies for corporate market 

TSA Transportation Security Admin. Department of Homeland Security 

WSPN Worldspan GDS acquired by Travelport in 2007 
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Terminology 

1. Active Approval - The process where a designated Approver must take action to approve a 
traveler’s booking before the trip can be sent to ticketing.  If no action is taken, unfortunately, the 
ticket will automatically be cancelled. 

2. BAR/Level 1 STAR - GDS Business Account Record / Level 1 Business Account Record (GDS 
profile).  

3. Bulkhead Seat - Seating on the aircraft that typically faces a wall but has additional legroom. 

4. Churn Detection - Canceling and rebooking the same itinerary in the same or different classes of 
service across one or more PNRs. Concur has settings that can warn a user when this is occurring. 

5. Class of Service (Cabin Class) - Each seating section of the plane defines the cabin class within the 
airline cabin. Classes are defined as: Economy/Coach, Premium Economy, Business class and First. 

6. Cliqbook - Originally Outtask’s travel management tool; Concur acquired Outtask in 2006. Concur 
Travel = Cliqbook. 

7. Co-Terminals (also referred to as Multi-Airport City) - A city (or more commonly, a metropolitan 
area) where multiple airports are considered to be the same point for fare construction and routing. 
For example, WAS almost always includes DCA and IAD, but may or may not include BWI.  

8. Debit Memo -  A notice sent, normally by an airline to a travel agency, requiring the recipient to pay a 
sum of money to the airline. A frequent reason for a debit memo is when an air travel ticket has been 
issued and its rules have not been fully complied with, such as where the fare rules require tickets to 
be issued within three days of creating the PNR. 

9. Direct Connect - Allows travelers to make bookings and reservations directly from  a carrier’s 
website/system instead of through the GDS.  

10. E-Receipt - A virtual, electronic receipt (invoice) 

11. Flex-Faring - An airline booking requires the services of two or more airlines in order for the traveler 
to complete a trip. For example, a refundable fare and a non-refundable fare is available for different 
segments of the same trip. 

12. Frequent Traveler Programs - Loyalty programs that are offered by many airlines, hotels and car 
rental agencies. Also known as Frequent Flier or Mileage programs. 

13. Geocoding - Latitudinal and longitudinal pinpointing. 

14. Ghost Card - A virtual bank card provided by a company  that is specific to each company 
department for use by anyone in that department. Some companies prefer to charge hotel or airline 
reservations to a ghost card rather than to a personal or corporate card as they are typically the most 
costly expense.  Ghost cards are also frequently used when companies have potential candidates for 
hire who they need to fly in to interview. 

15. Guaranteed Carrier - An airline that instantly tickets reservations so the listed price is “guaranteed.” 
Generally, guaranteed carriers provide lower airfare and to make up for revenue lost in decreased 
ticket prices, airlines may charge for extras like food, priority boarding, seat allocation, baggage, etc. 
Also known as Instant Purchase, Web Direct and Low Cost Carriers. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passenger_name_record
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16. Hotel Consortium - A consortium is an association of two or more individuals, companies, 
organizations or governments (or any combination of these entities) with the objective of participating 
in a common activity or pooling their resources for achieving a common goal. 

17. Hub - An airport that an airline uses as a transfer point to get passengers to their intended 
destination. The diagram to the right shows what is called a “Hub and Spoke” system where travelers 
moving between airports not served by direct flights change planes en route to their destinations. 

18. IATA - The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is the trade association for the world’s 
airlines, representing some 240 airlines or 84% of total air traffic. IATA supports many areas of 
aviation activity and help formulate industry policy on critical aviation issues. 

19. Mutli-Segment Trips - A trip comprised of more than 2 destinations 

20. Non-Refundable Ticket - A ticket cannot be returned in exchange for the money spent on the ticket; 
instead it is refunded with a fee and credit is given to use on a future flight. 

21. Offline Approval -  When an offline (agent-booked) reservation is made, Concur imports and sends 
the trip to the Approver for approval in the same manner as online (Concur) bookings. 

22. Online Approval - The user books a trip that violates the travel policy. The approver gets and email 
about the need for an approval and can approve the trip manually or via email. 

23. Open Jaw - A round-trip ticket in which the traveler does not arrive to the same departure city and/or 
does not depart from the same city where he/she first landed. 

24. Orphan Trip - A trip/reservation not lead to successful end (purchase, confirmation). This is also 
known as an Unfinished Reservation. 

25. PAR/Level 2 STAR Field  - GDS Passenger Account Record (gds profile) 

26. Passive Approval - The process where a designated Approver does not need to take action in order 
for a traveler’s booking to be sent to ticketing. If the Approver sees no issues with the reservation, the 
reservation will automatically ticket.  

27. PNR Finishing - The final phase of the booking process in Concur at which time we add an agency 
and/or company reporting fields, such as department number, cost center or any other needed 
reporting field defined by the agency/company. 

28. PNR / Record Locator - An alphanumeric code, typically 6 characters in length, used in airline and 
agency reservation systems to access a specific itinerary for a passenger. 

29. Preferred Vendor/Supplier - A mutual agreement between airlines, hotels and/or car rental agencies 
and individual companies to promote increased bookings with vendor-specific suppliers, therefore, a 
higher discount and travel benefits earned by the company. When a provider is set up as “preferred” 
in Concur, the search results will reflect those as priority and be presented first.  

30. Rule Class - A set of rules that govern how Concur works for a specific group of travelers for a client. 
For example, a VIP Rule Class may have a rule in place that allows VIPs to choose first class on an 
international flight, whereas individuals in another rule class, (such as Default or General) may only 
be allowed to upgrade to business class.  

31. SNAP Code - A type of discount code related to Sabre (GDS). 

32. Split Ticketing - Issuing two separate tickets for a single journey, usually to obtain a lower fare.  Or if 
a ticketing agreement does not exist between the carriers used on the trip. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_flight
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33. Travel Request - a Concur product that allows users to arrange and submit their travel plans for 
approval before it the booking/itinerary is sent to ticketing. 

34. TSA - The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is an agency of the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security that exercises authority over the security of the traveling public in the United 
States. 
 

35. Unused Tickets - Tickets purchased by the traveler that are available to apply to future travel 
reservations. 

36. Unfinished Reservation - A trip/reservation that is incomplete that has yet to be purchased or 
confirmed. This typically occurs when users are interrupted during the reservation process. This is 
also known as an Orphan Trip. 

37. Waitlist - When a fight is fully booked a waitlist is created for passengers who would like to be on the 
flight and want to wait to see if someone cancels or doesn’t show for the flight and they can take their 
seat. Users can be listed by first come first serve, or by priority if they have frequent flyer status. 

38. Web Direct Provider - Tickets issued directly by the vendor without queuing to an agency for 
ticketing. Also known as Instant Purchase, Web Direct and Low Cost Carriers. 


